Abstract Intensive studies have been carried out on generations of waverider geometry and hypersonic inlet geometry. However, integration efforts of waverider and related air-intake system are restricted majorly around the X43A-like or conical flow field induced configuration, which adopts mainly the two-dimensional air-breathing technology and limits the judicious visions of developing new aerodynamic profiles for hypersonic designers. A novel design approach for integrating the inward turning inlet with the traditional parameterized waverider is proposed. The proposed method is an alternative means to produce a compatible configuration by linking the off-the-shelf results on both traditional waverider techniques and inward turning inlet techniques. A series of geometry generations and optimization solutions is proposed to enhance the lift-to-drag ratio. A quantitative but efficient aerodynamic performance evaluation approach (the hypersonic flow panel method) with lower computational cost is employed to play the role of objective function for optimization purpose. The produced geometry compatibility with a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver is also verified for detailed flow field investigation. Optimization results and other numerical validations are obtained for the feasibility demonstration of the proposed method.
Introduction
Intensive efforts have been devoted to the development of air-breathing hypersonic technology, where generation techniques of aerodynamic feasible geometries are accompanying the whole history. Due to the strong multidisciplinary coupling nature and the high-velocity operating condition, the integration of an air-breathing system and a vehicle configuration is suggested to be a key step to achieve a favorable synthetic performance.
Three types of air-breathing solutions are conventionally adopted to configure hypersonic cruising vehicles, namely, the outward inlet (OI), the two-dimensional inlet (2DI), and the inward turning inlet (ITI). The ITI possesses the advantages of high pressure ratio, high mass flow capturing capacity, and robust off-design operation performances. Hypersonic vehicle configuration solutions are mainly categorized into wing-body type and lifting-body type, where the waverider configuration is fairly an important liftingbody option which is easy to be generated and managed to invoke intensive studies. However, the ITI system and waverider integration issues are rarely documented in the academic community probably due to complicated geometric properties and relatively expensive performance evaluation processes. Research of waverider and related air-breathing system integration and parameterized geometries is mainly restricted to 2DI-compatible geometries (X43A-like) or axisymmetric conical flow field induced waveriders rather than free form surfaces based configurations. This situation limits the visions of developing new aerodynamic configurations for hypersonic vehicle designers. Nevertheless, a US patent 1 shows that the NASA FALCON project claims to adopt the ITI system for the hypersonic air-breathing system while detailed integration approaches are unable to be clarified in public domains. Besides, it is known that the NASA FALCON project was later cancelled due to technical reasons and re-launched as the HTV-3X Blackswift project scheduled until the fiscal year 2023 from the official report of the US Department of Defense, 2 which further points out the important trend of developing ITI-waverider integration techniques. The free form surface featured geometry design method proposed in this paper is easy to be implemented by off-the-shelf techniques and compromises three steps: (1) geometry parameterization; (2) performance evaluation (objective function); (3) performance optimization.
Overview of previous works

Geometry parameterization
The geometry parameterization step mainly focuses on the detailed means to integrate waverider design and ITI design.
On the aspect of waverider design, Sobieczky et al. proposed a hypersonic waverider design method from given shock waves 3 and extended the method to adapt more complex parameterized supersonic cruising vehicles. 4, 5 An osculating flow field method and an osculating axisymmetric flow method of waverider generation led to more practical waverider configurations. [6] [7] [8] These two methods could be extended with considering viscous effects 9, 10 and validated by experimental verifications. 11 As for the topic of the ITI design, the approaches of devising three-dimensional hypersonic inlets with rectangular-toelliptic section transition were detailed and summarized by Smart et al. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] The section transition inlet design techniques with intensive numerical simulated investigations were conducted by Gollan et al. [17] [18] [19] Off-the-shelf works of designing the waverider and the ITI provide the prerequisites of the ITI-waverider compatible integration procedures. Therefore, it is urged to propose a novel method linking the two techniques. Fig. 1 shows the overall parameterization idea of the paper. The parameterized design method in this paper is extended by the inspiration of the HTV-3X configuration (see Fig. 1(a) ). The optimization baseline is shown in Fig. 1(b) . As the major surface is depicted by the non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) surface, the corresponding control points of the NURBS patches are shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d) . The orthogonal sections in Fig. 1(e) illustrates the interior surface configuration.
Furthermore, a series of suggestions are made for obtaining complete hypersonic geometry generations since few references could be listed to forge a complete CAE-ready-to-use aerodynamic configuration.
Performance evaluation and optimization
The aerodynamic performance is evaluated after the geometry parameterization step, which is intended to concentrate onto an objective function establishment for aerodynamic geometry optimization purpose. Considering the frequent calling of a performance evaluator, the classic hypersonic flow adapted panel method solver 20, 21 is utilized in the optimizer algorithm. The waverider geometry optimization using differential evolution algorithm [22] [23] [24] [25] is aimed to enhance cruising efficiency g crs . Cruising efficiency could be rephrased as the ratio of the specific cruising rang ds achieved to the specific fuel mass dM consumed according to the Breguet range equation
where dM is also the decremental variation of the cruiser's mass equaling the fuel mass consumption, V c the cruising speed, L/D the lift-to-drag ratio, and c the specific fuel consumption. For a given propulsion system with a specific airframe configuration, V c L/D needs to be maximized for enhancing the cruising performance. The scramjet powered waverider geometry optimization is practically recommended to complete the geometric integration procedures because the scramjet engine is difficult to efficiently heat the post-shock high-temperature gas flow to provide adequate thrust to cancel the drag. 27 Cruising efficiency is therefore substantial on design specifications.
Detailed parameterization procedures
Overview of the generation procedures
The parameterization sequential procedures correspondingly numbered in Fig. 2 are listed as below:
(1) Generate the ITI geometry according to the on-design cruising Mach number of the vehicle. (2) Extend from the ITI geometry to forge the complete dual-mode scramjet engine. All the curves and surfaces are generated by using the NURBS techniques. The above eight steps can render complete geometry data for both a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver and a hypersonic flow field adapted panel method solver. 20, 21 It needs to mention that all the dimensions in the current paper are not assigned with any unit systems. Use simply the 1-unit length for future engineering scaling treatment.
A brief review of previous related works
The ITI system is believed to be a promising air-breathing solution for hypersonic cruising technology, and the classic ITI system is generated from a standard characterized flow field, which is normally obtained by three genres of equation solutions: the internal Taylor-MacColl equations, 28 the method of characteristics equations, 29, 30 and the Navier-Stokes equations. After the standard characterized flow field is acquired, off-centered stream tracing and rectangular-to-ellipse transition [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [31] [32] [33] techniques are offered to form the ITI geometry.
For a dual-mode scramjet engine, the configuration of an appropriately sized isolator [34] [35] [36] and a diverged combination of a combustor and a nozzle by numerical simulation is believed to be necessary to enhance the stability and performance of the propulsion system. 37 The integration of the ITI, the isolator, and the combustor and nozzle system is numerically tested to be able to generate positively installed thrust by duplicating the simulation configuration in Ref. 37 , which offers the complete engine system dimensions (see Fig. 3 ) for considering the overall hypersonic vehicle geometry generation. The scramjet engine component surfaces are symbolized by S SJ (S ITI , S ISOL , S CONZ ).
The traditional conical shock wave flow field induced waverider geometry generation approach stands on the assumption that the crosswise flow versus the mainstream flow is negligible. The streamwise flow traces settling on the osculating planes are sufficient to represent the three-dimensional flow fields. The conical flow induced waverider design method is based on a pure conical flow field by solving the Taylor-MacColl equation (see (1) in Fig. 4 ), while the osculating conical flow induces waverider design method is an extended version of the pure conical one (see (2) in Fig. 4 ). The flexibility of the osculating plane philosophy to represent a variety of waverider configurations depends on the determination of the flow capture tube (FCT) and the inlet capture curve (ICC). Each osculating plane orientation is traditionally defined by the continuous and monotonous curvature normals along the ICC. The ICC is intentionally required to be designed on the same crosswise cutting plane for being installed on a scramjet and is initially devised for depicting the inlet mass flow capturing interface. Besides, from the practical point of view, the curvatures along the ICC can hardly be guaranteed to be adequately continuous and smooth for generating a stably induced bottom surface. These requirements for the ICC restrict the osculating cone waverider generation method.
The waverider leading edge
Since the FCT curve is essential to the conventional osculating conical flow field induced waverider generation, it is necessary to parameterize the waverider leading edge similar to the FCT, Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of sequential procedures for a complete ITI-waverider integration geometry. Fig. 3 Overall dual-mode scramjet engine system dimensions.
which governs the general upwind profile of the produced vehicle. It is intended to reassemble part of the leading edge curve and part of the upwind edges of the ITI to produce the pseudo FCT (pFCT) (the dotted curve in Fig. 5 ). It should be noted to emphasize that the preset a 0 significantly impacts the overall lift-to-drag ratio; hence an optimization process of a 0 is believed to be necessary. Given overall scramjet engine dimensions and a waverider leading edge curve, the key procedure of wrapping the ITI geometry with the exterior waverider geometry is resolved into a problem of finding an appropriate and less expensive approach to depict the near-corner transition surface between the ITI and waverider geometries using the osculating plane techniques (see Fig. 5 ).
Pseudo inlet capture curve
It is the essential philosophy of the osculating conical flow field method to assume that the crosswise flow is negligible and osculating plane slices of the streamwise flow is stackable. It is substantial to position and simplify the transitioning osculating planes' distribution along the pFCT to adapt the complicated near-corner flow field (see Fig. 5 ). As the essential counterpart of the pFCT, the ICC is renamed the pseudo ICC (pICC) to induce the leading edge surfaces (see Fig. 6 ) while the osculating plane is renamed the pseudo osculating plane (pOP) since the relation of the plane being tangential to the conventional ICC is dismissed in this paper. The leading edge surface induction is segmented into four types: normal type, transition type, reverse type, and horizontal extrusion type (see Fig. 6 ). In Fig. 6 , note that (1) some control points (such as the 8-9-10, 12-13, 3-4-5) are intentionally close to one another on purpose of NURBS curve generation; (2) the pFCT and the pICC are separated into counterparts of the Sections A, B, C, while Section D has no pFCT and pICC. The pFCT location could refer to the dotted curve in Fig. 5 .
The horizontal extrusion surface
Domain D is a horizontal splaying extrusion of the ITI top lip curve and the curves on the opposite sides provide two segments of the pFCT. The splaying angles k 1 and k 2 are significant to eliminate the singular turning point near the corner of the flow field (see Fig. 6 ). The horizontal extrusion surface is symbolized by S HES .
The normal type induction surface
The pFCT and the pICC are practically represented by the same number of piecewise linearly discretized points for drawing corresponding pOP's. The normal type induction surface is generated by solving the conventional Taylor-MacColl equation. The line connected by the corresponding points A F (on the pFCT) and A I (on the pICC) denotes the line on the Mach cone surface (see Fig. 7 ), and the x-axis passing through A F denotes the axial direction of the Mach cone. This process simplifies the osculating plane method and facilitates the initialization of the Taylor-MacColl equation solver to generate a single curve on the induced bottom surface.
The coordinates of the pFCT and the pICC are sufficient to invoke the simplified pOP method. The Taylor-MacColl equation is rewritten as
where h is the angle variable between shock wave angle h s and h c , which are the shock cone angle and the solid cone surface angle (see in Fig. 7) ; c is the ratio of specific heat, and the derivatives are taken of h; v h is the angular velocity component and v r is the radical velocity component with the equation holding: In addition, the non-dimensional velocity V (with respect to the stagnation sonic speed) components are related to the local aft-shock Mach number Ma 2 (see Fig. 7 ) by
and
Define
Substitute Eq. (6) into Eq. (2) to yield a set of ordinary differential equations 
For the initial values of x 1 and x 2 , the integration of Eq. (7) is started with the shock wave angle h s
where x pICC > x pFCT AEy pFCT = 0 and z pFCT = 0 due to the locality of the origin of the local coordinates (see Fig. 7 ):
where j means the argument function of the complex variable and j p is the argument of complex variable y pICC + i AE z pICC . Therefore, the stream deflection angle behind the shock wave satisfies
Normal components of the Mach number on the shock wave surface hold the following equations:
where Ma n1 and Ma n2 are the normal components of the Ma 1 and Ma 2 through the shock wave. According to Fig. 7 and Eq. (5),
where V 2 means the corresponding velocity to the Mach number Ma 2 , which is the Mach number after the local oblique shock. Hence the initial values of Eq. (7) are 
The integration of Eq. (7) is initialized by Eq. (15) until x 2 = v h = 0 to get the velocity field (v r , v h ) given any position in the local coordinates of the pOP (x, q) (see Fig. 7 ). The local velocity (v r , v h ) and the local position (x, q) can be related by
Hence, On the pOP, the induced shock wave stream tracing curve can be piecewise linearly symbolized by a point sequence C N ½0;n forming a stream tracing curve:
The subscript i (i = 0,1,. . ., n) means the i-th point on the stream tracing curve on the local pOP coordinate (x, q). Convert the local pOP coordinate (x, q) to the three-dimensional coordinate (x, y, z) considering Eq. A robustness problem is addressed for the normal type induction surface generation: when the demanding integral shock wave angle h s drops below the critical angle of approximately h s,c % 10°, due to stiffness and precision issues, varieties of solvers (including the multistep Runge-Kutta solvers, the multistep Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg solvers, the LSODE solvers from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and the MATLAB ODE solvers) render reasonless results: surface wrinkling, integral warnings or divergence errors. The test results are listed in Table 1 when on-design flight condition is assigned with Ma 1 = 6, c = 1.4.
This phenomenon can cause serious the surface generation failure when the integral demanding shock angle h s (h s < h s,c ) is assigned and can greatly influence the robustness of the induced surface generation procedure. An applicable spline interpolation remedy is prescribed for bridging the surface generation to enhance the robustness of the surface generation method:
(1) Collect a series of shock angles h s,i (Ma 1 , c) The bridging interpolation function is specified for a prescribed design condition (as Ma 1 and c are given) (see Fig. 8 ). Shifting to another design condition requires the rebuilding of the bridging interpolation function. Fifty times of tests about robustness are carried out with the q pICC descending to zero (as the demanding shock wave angle h s descending to zero as well) while the integrator of Eq. (7) failed, i.e., the ending point q n generation on the pOP is interrupted at the angle of h s,c . On the design condition Ma 1 = 6.0 and c = 1.4, the interpolation function could smoothly bridge the surface generation when the prescribed shock wave point vanishes. While changing any parameters of Ma 1 and c can cause the surface wrinkling at the angle of h s,c since the f brg has to be updated to the adaptation of new design condition. 
The reverse type induction surface
The reverse type induction surface is located below the ITI system's lower cowl surface (see Fig. 6 ), where the wave-riding effect (caused by the upwind osculating conical flow field streamtracing method) is not required while the drag reduction and downstream surface transition concerns come out to be important issues. Given a pICC, specifically near the ITI cowl tip section surface generation, the surface interference of the newly generated surface with the original ITI surface and the spillage drag reduction are two major factors to be considered. Using the reflection weakening ITI concept 38 instead of the Busemann ITI design (see Fig. 9(b) ), in order to alleviate the shock impingement and the reflection loss, enhance the pressure recovery ratio, and expand the surface interference margin of local surface generation, the reflection weakening ITI is intentionally designed to be downward curved (see Fig. 9(a) ) with the streamwise trends after the impinging curved shock.
In Fig. 9 , given a specific outer shock line, the original induced surface possesses a smaller upwind area than its mirrored counterpart. However, provided a specific upwind area, the original induction surface tends to interfere with the ITI interior wall especially near the cowl tip (see Fig. 9a ). Despite in the Busemann ITI scenario, the original induction surface leads to a fairly thin upwind cowl lip, which may cause serious thermo protection issues. Furthermore, the original induction surface is designed to cope with the waveriding features, the importance of which is replaced by the spillage drag reduction and surface interference considerations near the cowl tip section. Mirroring the normal induction surface about the Mach line into a reverse type is treated as an advantageous choice (see Fig. 9 ): both keeping the smooth continuity and utilizing the off-the-shelf algorithms. The reverse type induction surface is symbolized by all the curve set C R,[0,n] to produce the swept surface S R (C R,[0,n] ).
The transition type induction surface
As illustrated in Fig. 6 , the transition type induction surface is located in the Domain B, where the surfaces are required to be transitioned smoothly from the normal type surfaces (Domain A in Fig. 6 ) to the reverse type surfaces (Domain C in Fig. 6 ). The transition algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 10 .
Taking T 1 -T 2 local curvilinear coordinates as an example, during the transition procedures from T 1 to T 2 , both the normal and reverse type induction surfaces are calculated along the positive direction of the curvilinear coordinates. The transition rate is controlled by an exponential factor n and generates the swept surface S T (C T ½0;n ), in which C
where the operation is imposed on the (x, y, z) coordinates of the sweeping curves C N ½0;n ; C T ½0;n , and C R ½0;n , and
in which n = 4 is recommended. t (or s) is the curvilinear coordinate along the curve T 1 -T 2 (S 1 -S 2 ). The bottom upwind surface S BU parameterization, consisting of S HES , S N , S R , and S T , is generally the most complicated and time-consuming part of the whole parameterization process. The resulted surface is illustrated in Fig. 11. 
Downstream flexible surface generation
Downstream flexible surface generation is accomplished by carefully initializing the NURBS surface control points to form control curves in order to avoid the interferences between the scramjet geometry and the waverider outer skin surface patches. The initial NURBS control curves' configurations depend mainly on the designers' manual regulation. However, the downstream control curves are normally inherited from the corresponding upstream control curves for convenience. In order to keep the tangential relation with the leading edge surface, the downstream bottom surface starts with the linear extension of the rear edge of the leading edge surface (see Fig. 12 ). The top surface generation is similar to that of the 
Parameterization summary
After the exhaust flow fairing geometries (named S FF ) and the vertical tails (named S VT ) are assembled, the parameterization process is seen in Fig. 13 .
The parameterization result comprises 227 control variables and the major constraints for changing the variables are requested by the surface interference concerns. All the 227 control variables are listed in Table 2 .
The geometry (see Fig. 13 ) is treated as a parameterized initial baseline values W i , i = 1,2,. . ., 227. The constrained range vector e i , i = 1,2,. . ., 227 adding to each baseline value of W i , i.e., (W i + e i ), leads to geometry variations. An objective function is established for performance evaluation and optimization purpose. The resulted geometric surface data are symbolized by
where i = 1,2,. . ., 227, and S is a set of surfaces by:
4. Performance evaluation
Overview of performance evaluation methods
Aerodynamic performance is a substantial design issue for hypersonic vehicles. Different levels of evaluation methods are appropriate for variety of design requirements. From the concerns of efficiency/precision trades-off, the conceptual design and optimization period leans towards computationally less expensive approaches which are feasible to effectively search a parameter space even with lower precision, and the panel method 20, 21 is one of such that is used by both industrial and academic practitioners. On the other hand, CFD solvers based on the finite volume method are intensively used to calculate detailed flow field parameters of interest. In this paper, it is necessary to demonstrate that the proposed geometry parameterization method is feasible to be evaluated by both the panel method and the finite volume based CFD method.
Parameterized geometry compatibility
The usual panel method requires simplified panel elements' representation of the waverider geometry, while the generated NURBS based geometry is fundamentally structured surfaces and naturally suitable for the panel element based aerodynamic performance evaluation programs. The panel elements' mesh and pressure coefficient C p distribution results are illustrated in Fig. 14 . It is notable that the panel method could give a rather fast performance evaluation by consuming approximately 0.3 s for each operating condition.
The preprocessing for the CFD solvers demands that the input geometry have to be watertight and un-sharp surfaces patched. Therefore, several blunting processes are necessarily implemented by the NURBS technique on the grid generation concerns as well (see Fig. 15 ). The surfaces are exported with the stereo-lithography (STL) format. For elaborate analysis of the parameterization result, the grid generator ANSYS-ICEM and the finite volume method based CFD solver ANSYS-FLUENT are utilized to validate the computability of the STL-formatted waverider geometry output. By configuring the upstream Mach number 6.8 and the hypersonic cruising altitude 30000 meters under fuel-off mode with parallel implicit time integrating density based solver and the k-e standard RNG turbulence model, one of the essential interests of using the CFD solver is to investigate the ITI system operating performance and the overall aerodynamic performance of the waverider. The rough computational result (see Fig. 16 ) intentionally demonstrates the watertight feature, the unstructured grid generation feasibility, and the computability of a complete CFD case based on the parameterized geometry and implies that the mesh generator program (ANSYS-ICEM-CFD) and the CFD solver (ANSYS-FLUENT) are compatible with the geometry.
Panel method based objective function
During the initial design phase, practitioners confront the issues of searching candidate geometry configurations. General qualitative and less precise quantitative performance data rather than massively detailed flow field parameters are of interest. Furthermore, a computationally inexpensive performance evaluator is provisionally the only means to close an optimization loop with an optimizer within a reasonable period of time since the optimization procedures intensively schedule the evaluator while heavy calculation loaded evaluators are normally unaffordable under present technological conditions.
For the hypersonic flow calculation issues in this paper, the panel method 20, 21 based hypersonic waverider performance evaluator (see Fig. 14) is employed to solve the lift-to-drag ratio as the objective function value. The objective function K is defined by
where S is provided by Eq. (26), while C L and C D are respectively the coefficients of lift and drag. Fig. 15 The geometry preprocessing effects of blunting sharp edges using the NURBS technique. (1): The leading edge connecting the top and bottom surface smooth bridging; (2) and (3): joint spot smoothness of the bottom surface, the ITI surface, and the inlet top lip extrusion surface; (4), (8)- (11): the ITI surface and the bottom surface blunting spots; (5)- (7): smooth transitioning between the leading and trailing edges of the vertical tails. 
Geometry optimization
Overview of geometry optimization
Geometry optimization is recommended for a complete scramjet powered hypersonic waverider geometry generation since the air-breathing scramjet engine technically fails to efficiently heat the upstream gas after the hypersonic shock wave for generating adequate thrust. Geometry optimization is ultimately targeted to improve the overall cruising efficiency, which is impacted greatly by the lift-to-drag ratio. The geometry optimization control flow is implemented as a computational loop (see Fig. 17 ). The initial waverider design requirements invoke the primary geometry parameterization inputs and activate the waverider geometry generation calculation. The calculation conveys the geometry information to the performance evaluator (i.e., the objective function K in Eq. (28)) which prepares the input for the optimizer. The optimizer closes the iteration loop to search for the optimal values from the baseline values for the parameterized waverider geometry within the constrained ranges.
The selection and configuration of optimizer
The objective function in this paper is naturally nonlinear and possesses 227 input variables (see Table 2 ). The differential evolution (DE) algorithm is selected to address such an optimization problem with nonlinearity and large input dimensionality. The DE optimization method is feasible to search large spaces of candidate solutions, but fails to guarantee that an optimal solution is ever found.
The basic searching mechanism of the DE algorithm functions by driving a population of candidate solutions (called agents) to move in the search-space obeying simple mathematical formulae (variants of search schemes) to reference the existing agents from the population. The most improved agent is accepted as the sub-optimal solution in the current generation, and other agents are simply dropped and varied for next evolution generation. The objective function is practically the combination of Eqs. (26) and (28) leading to
where W i , i = 1,2,. . ., 227, are the initial baseline positions of the control variables, and e i , i = 1,2,. . ., 227, are the baseline offsets to vary the resulting geometries. The e i offsets are randomly selected in the constrained range in Table 2 . The pseudo code algorithm is listed in Table 3 . Note that F 2 [0, 2] is called the differential weight factor and CR 2 [0, 1] is called the crossover probability, and that the variants of the DE optimization schemes are consecutively developed to improve the optimization performance. In this paper, only the DE/rand/1 (see Table 1 ) variation scheme is utilized by the DE optimizer to verify the method's capability. The parameters N p , F, and CR as well as different variation schemes influence greatly the optimization performance. The optimizer settings of the present study are listed in Table 4 . More recommended settings are summarized by Price et al. 39 
Optimization results and summary
The parameterized geometry design problem is implemented on a computer with CPU: Intel i7-2600/3.40 GHz and RAM: 16 GB. The iteration convergence history is illustrated in Fig. 18 . The optimized waverider geometry, panel element mesh, and pressure coefficient distribution contour map are shown in Fig. 18 . The optimization result in Fig. 19 indicates that the DE optimizer is feasible to globally search the optimal solution that the lift-to-drag ratio has been elevated from less than 5.2 to 6.35, which implicates the enhancement of cruising performance.
A comparison between the panel method analysis results in Figs. 14 and 20 shows that the pressure coefficient distribution has been smoothly rearranged by the DE optimizer and demonstrates the necessity of the optimization in the parameterization geometry design procedures.
Conclusions
(1) The conventional osculating conical flow field induced waverider generation method is simplified and generalized to enhance the geometry flexibility and the optimization procedures which retain the effectiveness of waverider geometry generation. (2) The leading surface generation is a combination of the induction surfaces with four types: normal type, reverse type, transition type, and horizontal extrusion type, which are the most time-consuming and complicated steps during the geometry parameterization phase. (3) The applicability of the parameterized geometry has been tested with a commercial grid generator and a CFD solver for detailed flow field information. On the other hand, the less precise panel method has also been demonstrated to be capable to evaluate the pressure coefficient distribution of the waverider. (4) The lift-to-drag ratio is selected as the objective function for the purpose of optimizing the parameterized waverider. Note that the optimization is recommended as a necessary phase for future scramjet powered waverider configuration design. (5) The optimizer employs the differential evolution algorithm and accomplishes optimization results. The lift-to-drag ratio of the parameterized waverider in the present study has been elevated from less than 5.2 to 6.35, implying enhancement of cruising efficiency. 
